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39. Results of Alterations of the Contract. This is one of the most important subjects connect* I with the execution of engineering work. Very             is an engineering or
architectural project constructed strictly in accordance with the original  plans  and specifications.    Usually the contract provides for changes in plans and specifications, tod in changes must be made in accordance with          provisions.*
While the court decisions are  extremely various and frequently directly opposed to each other in their enforcements of contracts which have been changed more ot !en» after they been signed, it is thought the following i« a  fair interpretation of the intent of most of the authorities in               on Much
(a) Changes in the contract will not operate to annul the original contract unless such was the p!;iln intent of the putties, and so long as any portion of the original contiuct may fairly be construed as remaining in force, f
(3) In general, every change made In a contract after it has been signed, should be based on           kind of a legal con-
sideration. Thus, if a change is made which involve* an addition to the cost of the work, it should be accompanied and tained by a corresponding increase in the compensation or price, or by a corresponding reduction in *ome other part of the work, or by a corresponding accommodation of *<>me character in favor of the other party, which may he construed as a consideration for the change made. Other wine the change agreed upon can not be enforced.
(c) Similarly, if the parties agree to a less performance than that required by the contract, unless there he         it corre-
sponding reduction made in the price, or some other accommodation to the other party, which may lie construed as a
*One exception to this rule i* given in the prevlou* *rilcl«, wh«?« ch« contract provide* that changes shall be made only in writtstg.
fit Is sometimes expressly stipulated in the onginal »f*filfjrsfmt,» thai •utart{%trnt changes shall not operate to annul thoie portion* u! ch« comr«tf wiih which iho« changes are not in conflict.

